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To all whom it may concern:

Be it known that I, LOUIS L. SAMPLE, of Shenandoah, in the county of Page and State of Iowa, have invented and produced a new and original Design for a Directory-Frame, of which the following is a specification, reference being had to the accompanying drawing, forming part thereof.

The figure in the drawing is a front elevation of a directory-frame, showing my new design.

My invention consists of a frame A in substantially the form of a right-angled parallelogram set upright, and comprising a base, sides, top, and front. The top is shaped to form semicircular extensions B, C, and D, the arc of the extension C being greater and intermediate the extensions B and D. This extension C is shaped or designed to inclose a plate C'. In the upper right-hand corner are a series of rectangular panels or spaces arranged in pairs down to about midway the frame, and below these rectangular panels are a series of narrower panels, also arranged in pairs, this series extending to the bottom of the frame. Running parallel with the first-named panels and directly beneath the semicircular extensions B and D are designed the long narrow panels E and F, beneath which are two smaller panels. A circular disk G is designed in the longitudinal center of the frame and has a rectangular panel on each side thereof. A narrow panel is designed directly above the circular disk, and on either side of this panel are two panels of larger dimensions. Beneath the circular disk G are three panels arranged one above the other, substantially the same size as the panel above the circular disk. On either side of each of these are two panels of the same length, but wider.

Having thus described my invention, what I claim as new, and desire to secure by Letters Patent, is—

The design for a directory-frame as herein shown and described.
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